The Zero Point Energy Wand is a powerful tool for health and healing. Utilizing a specific combination of 35 different natural minerals as well as crystals, our ZPE Wand provides zero point and scalar energy, magnetic energy, as well as far infrared ray (FIR). This specific combination and fusion of mineral elements produces a catalytic conversion of energy, sourcing the Universal Life Force (Zero Point Energy), and producing a long lasting natural resonance which has the ability to be transferred to the body, liquids, food and the environment.

The Zero Point Energy Wand is a natural energy generating device — a transmitter of subtle energy or life force (chi or prana). Through resonance (entrainment) between the zero point energy field of the wand and anything it comes into contact with, harmony, balance and alignment may be restored. The wand itself does not do the healing. The wand is simply an entrainment device or reminder which awakens the body to its own innate self-healing capacity, balance and wholeness.

In this way, the Zero Point Energy Wand may enhance one’s energy and vitality and may assist in alleviating pain, stress and other health challenges. The natural energy of the Zero Point Wand may help improve sleep patterns when placed under the pillow or on the nightstand. When worn on the body or carried in a bag, the wand can help improve the positive flow of “chi” or life force throughout the body. This helps strengthen the body and immune system against the detrimental effects of daily stress and exposure to electromagnetic pollution.
In addition, the Zero Point Energy Wand will rejuvenate the molecular structure in liquids making them more vital, hydrating and better tasting. Placed inside of a refrigerator, the Zero Point Energy Wand will permeate the area, making all liquids, meat, fruits and vegetables taste better and extending the shelf life.

**The Zero Point Energy Wand May Assist You**

**In the Following Ways:**

- Enhances the flow of life force in the body and mind.

- Helps unwind and harmonize energetic distortions in the physical and subtle bodies.

- Like a tuning fork, helps the body attune to and active its own natural self-healing capacity.

- Enhance liquids, foods, creams and oils.

- Your pets and plants will respond beneficially to this natural zero point energy as well.

- By supporting the self-healing process, aches, pains and other ailments may be alleviated.

- Wear the ZPE Wand on the body to help neutralize the detrimental effects of EMF pollution.

**Experiencing the Energy of the Zero Point Wand**

Please understand that zero point energy is very subtle. Zero point energy is the life-force which underlies, permeates, and gives life to dense, physical matter. It is much more subtle than matter. Please do not expect to hold your Zero Point Energy Wand for the first time and immediately feel tremendous amounts of energy radiating from it. This would not be an accurate perception. Some people will sense the energy right away, others will not. Thus, you would not expect to feel or sense this zero point energy in the same way you would a small electrical shock or heat from a stove, which are much more obvious and tangible forms of energy. Your ZPE Wand will bring wonderful benefits to your health and well-being whether you can sense the energy or not!

When using your ZPE Wand, it is best to be somewhat relaxed and open to the experience. In this way, you will receive the most benefit from using it. Be aware of subtle changes taking place in your body, muscles, organs, and even in your state of mind and emotions. The zero point energy can help initiate beneficial changes in your physical, emotional, and mental state of being. Some of these beneficial changes may be obvious and some may be subtle. Enjoy using your ZPE Wand on a regular basis and be open to the potential benefits and shifts in physical well-being and in your consciousness!

**How to Use the Zero Point Energy Wand**

The Zero Point Energy Wand may be used in any way you find beneficial. There is no right or wrong way to use it, and there are no contraindications. However, here are a few basic suggestions. You may use the wand on yourself at any time. In addition, you may choose to have another person work on you with the wand. From experience, it appears that the energetic exchange can be amplified and more beneficial when one person administers a healing session to another (“where two or more are gathered”). However, the wand will work just fine if you use it on yourself and do not have another person to apply it.
Point the wand as closely as possible, or lightly touch it to the area of the body you are choosing to work on. Rotate the wand around the area in clockwise movement, and use a gentle “poking” action as well as the circular action. Repeat this process as needed or desired. You may also press lightly and rotate the wand on all finger and toe tips to open up energy blockages. Use the wand to open the meridians of the body using acupressure or acupuncture points. In addition, you can use the wand on your face to rejuvenate the skin. You may want to apply some oil or cream to the face so the wand slides easily along the skin.

You may also stir liquids with the wand to energize your drinks. Rotate the wand above your food to energize it as well. Rotating the wand above a drink, the zero point energy permeates the liquid. Or liquids may be poured over the bottom end of the ZPE Wand where they pick up the resonance. (Do not immerse the entire wand in the liquid.) The resonance generated is similar to that which is found in the earth surrounding many healing spring waters of the world. As we know, our bodies are made up of 70% or more of water. Water becomes blood within minutes after drinking! It is important to nourish the body with the correct molecular structured water.

You may use the Zero Point Energy Wand for the following points on the body:
- Guarantee -

We want you to be absolutely satisfied with your ZPE Wand! If the wand does not meet with your satisfaction, you may return it for a refund within 14 days of receipt. (Refund will not include original shipping cost.)

To purchase the Zero Point Energy Wand, go to [http://www.et101.net/shop.html](http://www.et101.net/shop.html)

Special Introductory Sale.

Normally priced at $149 plus S/H, for a limited time the ZPE is offered at $130 plus S/H